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President’s Message
Dear Friends,

Shanah tova!

What a roller coaster the last few months
have been! We are most grateful to our
three dedicated staff members who
reacted to the pandemic crisis promptly
and creatively. They have successfully
sought out financial resources from
government and granting agencies to allow
us to continue our operations,
supplemented by the generosity of our
members when we put out a special call for
donations.

We are most grateful to those of you who
responded and especially to those of you
who are Sustainers of the Archives – your
ongoing support is essential. If you haven’t
yet contributed for 2019-20, please
consider doing so today – any amount
helps us. Please also renew your
membership as we have exciting programs
planned for the coming 50th anniversary
year in which we hope you will participate.

While we have been unable to hold live
events since March, staff have continued
to work on expanding the archival
collection and completing the 2020 Scribe,
and to plan programs that can be
delivered virtually in the next few months,
with the fervent hope that soon we will be
able to gather once again in person.
Meanwhile we do have some walking tours
available now which are outdoors and
socially distanced, so please sign up for the
Mountain View Cemetery or Strathcona
tours.

Our 50th anniversary year will kick off with
the Annual General Meeting Wednesday
November 18, 2020, to be held virtually.
We will have a stimulating speaker, Dr.
Elizabeth Shaffer, who will talk about
contemporary museums and how to
resolve issues such as colonial
appropriation of artifacts and culturally
sensitive presentation of historical
material. Our Scribe launch will also likely
be virtual – we are compiling a very
interesting issue on Jewish K-12 education.
Given the inevitable delays that have
resulted from having to interview by
Zoom, the launch will be sometime in
March 2021.

Plans are also underway for a photo
exhibit from Ronnie Tessler’s fantastic
collection that she donated to the
archives, for a Childrens’ Art Contest that
we hope will engage young families, and for
a gala launch event in November, 2021 for
the 50th Anniversary Commemorative
Book which will be an overview of 160
years of Jewish history across British
Columbia with lots of historical photos.

Our overall aims for the 50th Anniversary
year are to engage more of our diverse
and distributed Jewish community and to
establish ongoing support for the essential
ongoing work of maintaining the historical
record of the Jewish communities of BC.

We hope that you will support the 50th
Anniversary Book and projects by donating
at whatever level is possible for you, and
by attending events. On our website you
will be able to access our Sponsorship

Brochure which will include many options
for you to participate and be
acknowledged as a supporter.

Again, let me emphasize that we want
every Jewish person in BC to know that
JMABC is your organization, keeping the
record of community-building that has
been accomplished by an array of
individuals and families. Every one of your
stories matter. We will be delighted to
interview you so that your oral narrative
can be included in our archives - just
contact us.

Thank you for your ongoing commitment
to the work of JMABC, and I look forward
to ‘seeing’ you soon online and in not too
long in person.

On behalf of the board and staff of the
JMCAB, I wish you much health and
happiness for the new year.

Sincerely,

Carol Herbert
President, JMABC

Photo above: Women arriving at a B’nei
B’rith Womens’ Convention, 1970.
(L.109998, Jewish Western Bulletin
Collection).
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50 Years
of the
Jewish

Historical
Society of

British
Columbia

It began with a chance encounter.

Cyril Leonoff, a civil engineer in his mid-
40s, was dropping of his daughter at a
Purim festival at the JCC, when a friendly
older man approached him. “She looks just
like my old girlfriend,” he said.

The men got to talking, and the older
gentleman introduced himself as Eli
Barish. He and his two brothers had been
farmers in the town of Wapella,
Saskatchewan before moving to
Vancouver. By coincidence, Leonoff’s
mother had grown up in the same farm
settlement. She was the sweetheart in
question.

Very little was documented about the
Jewish community in Wapella, and Leonoff
was curious to learn more. He arranged
interviews with Barish and his brothers,
employing his new reel-to-reel tape deck.
He brought along Irene Dodek, niece of the
Barish brothers, who would go on to
complete over a hundred oral history
interviews for the BC Jewish Community
Archives. “Cyril asked me to sit in on
interviews with my mother and her
brothers, my uncles. Since they were
either in or approaching their 80’s, Cyril
felt I could jog their memories because I
had heard the stories a zillion times.”

“These brothers had such vivid memories
of the pioneer life on the farm and their
subsequent life as successful farmers,”
Leonoff recounted in 2011 in an interview
with JMABC then-Archivist Jennifer
Yuhasz. “So I got very interested in their
stories, I really felt that this was an
unknown story that really should be
brought to the Jewish community in
general.”

From there, the project quickly expanded.
Leonoff and Dodek were initally keen to
speak with others who had grown up in the
Prairies, as their parents had. But before
long, their interest grew. “Suddenly a light
went on in my head,” Dodek recalled in the
same conversation with Yuhasz, “if these
stories are of so much interest, surely

other people’s stories would be equally so.”

Other community members felt similar.
Leonoff and Dodek were soon joined in
their interviewing efforts by volunteers
Barry Dunner, Myer Freedman, Jean
Gerber, Dr. Victor Hertzman, Hannah Hirt,
Naomi Pellen Katz, Ann Krieger, Charna
Plottel, Dr. Isaac Stoffman, and Sally Tobe.

With the support of Canadian Jewish
Congress and National Council of Jewish
Women, a meeting was held on November
26, 1970 to formally establish The Jewish
Historical Society of British Columbia.
Leonoff was elected president and the
organization was formally incorporated as
a charitable society in January 1971.

At the time, the Executive Director of CJC
was Abe Arnold, a history buff and the
former editor of the Jewish Western
Bulletin. His organization’s support of the
Jewish Historical Society of BC was part of
an effort to establish a Jewish Historical
Society of Canada and affiliate societies in
each region.

Leonoff later recounted that the first
priority was to continue collecting oral
histories. “Many of the pioneers or
certainly their children were [still] around
so our very first job was to start
interviewing those pioneers and their
children. And that of course paid
enormous dividends as [that history]
would have been largely lost had we not
started that program, kind of in the nick of
time.”

Myer Freedman had grown up in
Vancouver, arriving here at the age of four
in 1914. “He interviewed old-timers,”
including Dave Nemetz and David Rome,
early leaders in the Zionist movement,
Harry Toban, President of Schara Tzedeck
during the congregation’s move from
Strathcona to its current location in 1948,
and Kiva Katznelson, the first principal of
Vancouver Talmud Torah from 1920 - 1945.

Naomi Pellen Katz had written about the
history of Jewish women for the centennial

JHSBC / JMABC founding president Cyril Leonoff in his home library, May 1988. Photo by
Ronnie Tessler. (L.12142).
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edition of the Jewish Western Bulletin; she
continued her research into the topic.

Drs. Stoffman and Hertzman interviewed
the community’s earliest doctors.

Leonoff completed dozens of interviews,
including ones with Ben Wosk, Morris
Saltzman - an early senior Jewish
community worker - Jessie Allman of the
Jewish Family Service Agency, Justice
Nathan Nemetz, Jack Diamond, and an
extensive interview with Sophie Waldman.

The Society soon began publishing
material based on the growing oral history
collection. 1978 saw publication of the book
Pioneers, Pedlars and Prayer Shawls of
the Jewish Communities in British
Columbia and the Yukon. The following
year the first issue of The Scribe was
released. Originally a one-page newsletter,
The Scribe eventually grew to its current
scope, averaging between 200 and 300
pages.

Subequent publications in 1990 and 1997
celebrated the photographic careers of
Leonard Frank and Otto Landauer. As
consecutive stewards of Leonard Frank
Photography Studio, these two men
documented close to a century of the
history and growth of British Columbia,
from 1895 to 1980. The addition of their
collections was a significant coup for the
BC Jewish Community Archives, overseen
by the Jewish Historical Society of BC.

In its early years, the society spoke up
when historic community landmarks were
in jeopardy. It rallied the community to
support an effort to rehabilitate
Congregation Emanu-El in Victoria, the
region’s oldest synagogue, and opposed a
proposal to remove the headstones in the
Jewish section of Mountain View Cemetery
in the interest of making maintenance
easier.

In the 1990s, the JHS began to host
touring exhibits about Jewish history in
Canada. A favourable community response
inspired the group to develop their own
exhibits on subjects of local Jewish history.

The first exhibit, Creating Community:
Images of Vancouver’s Jewish Community
was held at the Sidney and Gertrude Zack
Gallery as part of a month of 25th
Anniversary activities in February, 1997
that also included an Antiques Roadshow
in the Wosk Auditorium and an historic
fashion show hosted by the inimitable Ivan
Sayers.

These anniversary celebrations helped
increase community awareness of the JHS

and sparked significant numbers of new
members. Building upon this success, the
group launched their next exhibit in 2001,
Hindsight: Recollections of Vancouver
from the 1950s by Jack Diamond, Shirley
Margolus Kort, Claire Klein Osipov, and
Dave Shafran.

Hindsight received similar acclaim and
initiated conversations about opening a
permanent museum. Following ample
research, feasibility studies, and
fundraising, the Jewish Museum and
Archives of BC opened its doors in March
2007 at the Jewish Community Centre of
Greater Vancouver.

Comprised of an archival research area,
offices, an education room and space for
both permanent and rotating exhibits, the
Museum occupied a full half of the third
floor of the JCCGV. The permanent exhibit
provided visitors an introduction to Jewish
religious and cultural traditions alongside a

rich history of Jewish life in BC. Treasures
loaned and donated by community
members were given pride of place,
including the bima from B’nei Yehuda,
Vancouver’s first synagogue, and a
rotating selection of wedding dresses.

Rotating exhibits included Bridges of
Light, a selection of photos by Otto
Landauer documenting the construction
of the many bridges linking the cities of the
Lower Mainland; and Home Away from
Home, which celebrated the ways local
summer camps have contributed to the
community. These exhibits featured newly
acquired and loaned material alongside
selections from the archival collections.

In 2011, the JMABC moved once again to a
new home, this time in the Peretz Centre
for Secular Jewish Education, where
operations continue today.

This move marked the start of a new
phase of reinvention for the JMABC. Freed
from the obligations of maintaining a
permanent space, the organization has
been able - over the past decade - to
deliver innovative programming online and
in locations throughout Vancouver and the
surrounding region.

Highlights have included the 2015 exhibit
Fred Schiffer: Lives in Photos held at Make
Gallery in Mount Pleasant as part of the
Capture Photography Festival, The
Chosen Food Supper Club held over eight
evenings in summer 2017 at the Peretz
Centre, and the Britannia Sukkot Festival
held at Britannia Community Centre in
October 2017.

Walking tours in Strathcona and Gastown
have continued, and new routes have been
added, including a tour of Oakridge
neighbourhood, a revised and expanded
tour of Mountain View Cemetery, and the
award-winning Cross Cultural Strathcona
Walking Tour, developed in partnership
with 17 partner agencies. A tour of the
early Jewish history of Victoria is currently
in development, in collaboration with
historian Amber Woods.

Collaboration has been a key attribute of
the JMABC’s approach over the past
decade, and has improved the quality,
scope and reach of our programming.
Some of our recent partners include the
Mountain View Cemetery Restoration
Committee, Jewish Family Services,
Capture Photography Festival, Vancouver
Heritage Foundation, Centre for Israel and
Jewish Advocacy, JQT, Youth Collaborative
for Chinatown, and the Japanese Language
School and Japanese Hall.

In 2013, the community rallied to support
the creation of a new website for the
JMABC. In the years since, this platform
has proven to be invaluable to producing
eleven online exhibits, the compelling
podcast series The Kitchen Stories, and
making accessible thousands of archival
documents, photos and oral histories.

In an effort to encourage academic use of
the BC Jewish Community Archives, the
JMABC launched the annual BC Jewish
History Research Prize and is developing a
scholar-in-residence program.

As we embark on our 50th year, the JMABC
is in a strong position to continue
providing meaningful, engaging programs
and essential archival services to our
community, ensuring that each generation
has opportunities to access our rich
community history.

We hope that you will join us in celebrating
this momentous anniversary. Read on to
learn about some of the special programs
we will be launching this year.

Guests viewing the exhibit A Joyful
Harvest presented by the JMABC at the
Sidney and Gertrude Zack Gallery, 2010.

Guests shmooze at The Chosen Food
Supper Club, 2017.

Participants walking through Hogan’s
Alley on the Cross Cultural Strathcona
Walking Tour, 2019.
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Fifty Years Young
Celebrating the Past and Future of BC’s Jewish Community

It’s been 50 years since the Jewish Historical Society of BC was first established. We’ve come a long way in that
time, building up a remarkable archival collection and producing compelling and award-winning programs.

What better reason to celebrate!

Throughout 2021, we will be marking this milestone by celebrating how far our community has come, and looking
forward to where it is going. Mark your calendar to join us at the following events.

Many opportunities are available to support these programs and the work of the JMABC.

If you are interested in sponsoring a specific event or making a donation, please contact Director of Community
Engagement Michael Schwartz. Donations are welcome at all levels and all donors will receive recognition for their
support. With your help, the JMABC will enter its sixth decade stronger and more widely supported than ever.

To learn more, visit: jewishmuseum.ca/fifty-years/

Or email: info@jewishmuseum.ca

JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING
featuring

Guest Speaker Dr. Elizabeth Shaffer

Director | Digital, Strategic & Indigenous
Partnerships at the

Residential School History &Dialogue
Centre at the University of British

Columbia

Examining the role of museums and
archives in politically charged times

November 18, 2020
Meeting at 6pm
Lecture at 7pm

Please register to attend online:
jewishmuseum.ca/agm-2020

COMMEMORATIVE BOOK
LAUNCH EVENT

celebrating

160+ years of our community history on
the occasion of 50 years of the JMABC

Fall 2021
Details to follow

THE SCRIBE: THE
EDUCATION ISSUE

LAUNCH EVENT
celebrating

K-12 Educators in our community

Spring 2021
Details to follow

CHILDREN’S ART
CONTEST

celebrating

Children’s artistic interpretations of
important moments in Jewish History

Winter 2021
Details to follow

RONNIE TESSLER
PHOTOGRAPHY

EXHIBIT
showcasing

Selections from her Rodeo Series

Spring 2021
Details to follow

In keeping with provincial public health recommendations, the above events are being planned to occur online. As
the situation improves, we will strive to hold in-person events. For the most current information, be sure to

subscribe to our email newsletter at: subscribe.jewishmuseum.ca/newsletter
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Six months into what is apparently a new
normal, most people have found their
groove. You’re used to meeting with
friends and family by Zoom, you’ve figured
out how to be the most efficient grocery
shopper ever, and you’ve finally made a
dent in your pile of unread books.

Many of us have also utilized this time to
clean our homes. I’m not talking about the
day to day dusting and scrubbing (though
you get kudos for that too), but the deep
organizing and cleaning of basements,
attics, garages, and long forgotten
cupboards under the stairs. We’ve found
boxes of old family photos, plaques from
our parents and their volunteer
accomplishments, postcards from friends
that have long since adopted email.

What do you do with all the trappings of a
life well lived? Maybe you’re going through
not just your own boxes, but also those
from your parents’ long vacated house,
your great aunt’s apartment, or even
directly from your grandparents from an
embarrassing number of decades ago. Did
you inadvertently become the “official”
family record keeper?

As the JMABC archivist I hear from the
likes of you all the time, you’re not alone.
You became the default family archivist
but you don’t know what to do with all
these items, where to have them find their
forever home. It is okay to say that you’re
done being responsible for them, that it is
time for someone else to take up this
mantle by donating these items to the
JMABC to join our collection.

The JMABC will always be here to collect
community memories and maybe now is
the time for your family history. Instead of
spending a few days with a dining room
table covered in photos before boxing
them back up and leaving them for another

five years, think about moving them onto a
new phase of their life. Take the time to
look through everything, enjoy and
appreciate it, tell stories over dinner and
write down names on the backs of photos,
and then consider if you want to donate to
the JMABC instead of stashing them away
in the basement yet again.

Does the idea of being free from boxes and
boxes pique your interest?

Do you want to see your family photos
featured in a publication or exhibit one
day?

Get in touch to talk about archival
donations and we can talk about what to
collect.

Some things to keep in mind for donation
to the JMABC:

Photos, albums, and scrapbooks –
everything from loose photos piled high in
a shoebox to neatly organized albums and
scrapbooks

Letters and postcards – did your family
have a couple of prolific letter writers? Or
people full of wanderlust? These are great
snippets of life and can culminate to tell
great stories over many decades.

Certificates, awards, and plaques – we
can’t take large trophies and plaques but
everything else that shows a lifetime of
achievements and community involvement.

Other artifacts – get in touch before
collecting these, we have limited space but
are always happy to hear the stories and
decide if an item is right for the archives.

Alysa Routtenberg
Archivist

F O R
ONCE, I
F INALLY
H A V E
T H E
T I M E !

. . .OR HOW TO
KEEP YOUR MIND
FROM GOING TO
DARK PLACES BY
S O R T I N G
THROUGH LONG
F O R G O T T E N
F A M I L Y
T R E A S U R E S
WHILE CONF INED
AT HOME DUR ING
A GLOBAL
P A N D E M I C

Grand opening of the Jewish Old Folks home, precursor to the Louis Brier Home and
Hospital, July 7, 1946. (L.12274, Jewish Western Bulletin Collection).
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Naomi Boyd
Curatorial Assistant

This summer I have been working with the
museum’s oral history collection,
extracting excerpts from interviews to
feature on the website and developing a
more accessible entry point for curious
listeners. The goal is to showcase the
variety of stories and experiences to be
found within BC’s Jewish community,
facilitated by this particular medium. One
of the salient aspects of oral history is its
ability to transport the listener to a
different time or place; the potency of
stories heard directly through the voices
of those with lived experience. There is
power in each individual story, as well as
commonalities to be found in the collective
history of the Jewish Diaspora in North
America.

Doing this work has also encouraged me to
seek out material related to my own family
history. Through a series of family
members, we were able to track down an
interview done with my great-great-
grandmother in 1979. Ninety-two at the
time, Grandma Rose speaks about her
family’s emigration from the old country in
1892 through Ellis Island, the first motor
cars to arrive on the streets of Brooklyn,
and their move to Toronto in 1912. Rose’s
volunteer work with Hadassah, the Red
Cross, and various hospitals throughout
the city spanned decades—from World
War I through to the Moon Landing — and
she had yet to retire.

All of this has allowed me to develop a
deeper appreciation for the importance of
historical record (in its many forms) and
the institutions that shape the way history
is considered in contemporary society. It
has been such an honour to listen to these
stories and to spend time with each
interviewee and interviewer. Working
remotely has been a challenge, but I am
deeply appreciative for the support and
encouragement that the JMABC staff and
community have provided to make this
experience productive and meaningful.

Talia Friedman
Archives Assistant

Working with the JMABC as an Archives
Assistant for the summer made me realize
how little I knew about British Columbia’s
Jewish history. My work with the archives
includes transcribing oral histories and
written biographies, as well as researching
information for The Scribe edition of 2022.

While transcribing Bluma Tischler’s
interview, it was fascinating hearing about
her life in Baranowzche, Poland. The
distinction between Poles and the Jewish
minority in Bluma’s high school experience
reflected the rise of anti-semitism. Bluma
expressed that she would not have had
friendships with her non-Jewish
classmates outside of school, however her
older sister did. Bluma speculated that
time was a crucial component in anti-
semitic sentiments.

Coexistence between Jews and non-Jews
during and before World War II continues
to stand out to me, as I hear little
anecdotes while transcribing oral
histories. Paul Meyer spoke about German
customers continuing to buy fabric from

his lace business in Cologne, Germany,
from 1933-1938, not caring that the store
was owned by Jews. He described the
business as not being threatened by anti-
semitism until Kristallnacht in 1938,
because fabric was neutral and not needed
for war. Paul emphasized the fact that a
business will always be a business. In
addition, in a shtetl near Klesq, Bluma’s
grandparents had a store with many non-
Jewish customers coming in during
Christmas time. Many Jews were
integrated in the societies they lived in,
and there were relations between Jews
and non-Jews in more separate
communities as well.

As I am completing a BA in Religion,
Culture and Society at Uvic, I could not
have asked for a better work experience
related to my interest of Jewish life and
history.

Noa Spivak
Archives Intern

Noa joined the JMABC online this summer
from Calgary, Alberta where she studies
Ancient and Medieval History at the
University of Calgary, heading into her
third year.

“This summer,” she reports, “I has been
working on combing through the archives
to find existing interviews to be used for
the immigration edition of The Scribe,
listening to unique stories about how
members of the BC Jewish community,
dating all the way back to 1971, made their
way to Canada.

“One of my personal highlights of the work
I’ve been doing has been finding
connections to my family history. While
going through the archives, I came across
Bluma Tischler, who comes from the same
village my maternal family is from. We
don’t know a lot about what life there was
like for the Jewish community as few and
far between Jews who lived in
Baranowzche are still alive today, so
listening to Bluma describe her childhood
in Baranovich really helped to add some
pieces to the puzzle that is my family
story. Doing this work has inspired me to
get more involved with any remaining
history my family has and as a result, I’ve
spent a lot of my spare time gathering
documents from my grandparents and
trying to learn and preserve as much as
possible.

“Influenced by my work at JMABC, I’ve
decided to pursue museum work or Jewish
education as a career path. I am eternally
grateful for the summer I’ve had working
in the archives and will hold onto all the
valuable lessons and work I did here for
years to come. I had the opportunity to
expand on my research abilities through
my work and am excited to be able to take
with me this experience to school during
the year and future career opportunities.”

Our 2020 summer students:
Naomi, Talia & Noa.
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Mort Dodek
What I enjoyed so much about Vancouver
was our summers. Sally and I were virtually
by ourselves while my mother went to
work, and we would go down to the beach
and spend time there. We’d swim off the
raft down at the beach. I would go with my
friends. Sally sometimes would tag along
but when I was fortunate that she wasn't
with me I was able to be with my friends.
There was a little pier and that extended
right out to almost the middle of English
Bay. The entrance there would be just
almost opposite the Sylvia Hotel.

We would go to the pier and we would
climb down the poles on the pier and chip
away at the mussels, the barnacles, and we
would fish for shiners. Sometimes we were
lucky enough to get a sole or sometimes
we'd even get a small salmon. That was
really a joy.

Again, we're talking about the depression.
In the summer months, things really are
much the same now as they were then, the
concrete boardwalk [along Beach Avenue],
but people were poor and people were
trying to find some means of earning a
living, particularly the entertainers.

These were real professional entertainers:
ventriloquists, dancers, singers, and they
couldn't find work. These were people that
at one time were probably on radio or
most likely vaudeville. And they were lined
up and there was a series of them and it
was like a series of vaudeville acts all going
on at the same time. These people had
their hats out, and you’d would walk by and
put a few pennies in.

And in the area where Milestones Cafe is,
at Denman and Davie, and all the way up to
Pendrell, there was a series of hotdog
stands. These were actually built into the
homes, and in the back and upstairs
people lived. But in the front there, were
all concessions. And there was the aroma.
You’d walk down the street in the summer,
Denman street and one after another the
hamburger stands.

It was like a huge Carnival.

So if you can just picture, that atmosphere
of the hamburger stands and hotdog
stands on one side and across the street
on Beach Avenue facing English Bay were
all these entertainers. It was lively. Every
night, the combination of the entertainers
and the sounds and smells and the
hamburgers, sizzling hamburgers, was
unbelievable.

Victor Drache
30, 40 miles from where I lived, some old
geezer had gone to the outhouse, sat
down, and froze to death. So you get a call
to the doctor. I have to be the coroner. So
I phoned the mountie. So, we engaged a
car, not a car, a snowmobile, in which he
and I and his son start off north. We’d had
terrible snow - you don't know where the
road is!

So we got about a mile out of town there
was a cemetery. When we got in the area
of the cemetery, the snowmobile sank. We
were off the road. So, then the man and his
son start shoveling. And we had a big rope
about the size of my wrist. And he and I,
the cop and I, we pulled and got this
snowmobile back onto the road. And from
then on, somebody had to walk out in front
to feel the road. You know, we finally got
there but the old geezer was dead
anyways!

For this whole Megillah, Victor Drache got
$10. That was well earned.

Leila Getz
My dad was a member of the Medical
Corps in Syria, he was drafted into the
South African army. He spent most of the
Second World War abroad in Italy and in
Egypt. He left when I was one-and-a-half,
and he didn't come back until I was six. And
I remember standing on the train station
waiting to meet him and it's a very strange
feeling.

He used to send me those air letters and
there was somebody in his platoon - or
whatever you call it - who was a wonderful
artist and I still have them all. They have
these wonderful watercolour drawings of
Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, and
he would send them, you know once a
month to me. I cherished them.

The other thing I remember, carrying
around for about three years, was he sent
my mother a Venetian glass dish. And
apparently, I must have been five. And she
was unpacking it, it was packed in straw.
And I was all excited and she was worried
because she knew it was something for her
and there was nothing for me in the
package but as she pulled the straw, a
dead beetle fell out of the straw, and she
picked up the beetle and she said, “Look
what Daddy sent you!” And I carried the
beetle around in a matchbox for about
three years.

We got a notice in the mail, this was in 19,
probably ’78 or ’79, from the JCC saying
they were presenting a series of three
concerts, young artists. And the very first
concert, we got the flyer on Wednesday,
the first concert was the following
Saturday. So I called the JCC. And I said,
“Gosh, isn't it's awfully late to be sending
this out?” And, “If you'd like any assistance,
I'd be very happy to help.” And I ordered
tickets for all three concerts, for me and
for Leon.

The next day, Thursday, I got a call. And
she said, “We need your help.” And I said,
“What?” Well she said, “Is there such thing
as a piano bench that's adjustable? The
pianist is here and he's complaining.” I said
yes. “Where can I get one?” “I can help you
find one.” And she said, “And he's also
upset because the concert’s on Saturday
night, and the JCC is closed on Saturday,
and he has nowhere to practice.”

So I stepped in, and I found them a piano
bench I ordered from Tom Lee music. And
he came to our house to practice. And I
came to the concert, and so did the
Dodeks, and the Laimans, and Paul and
Edwina Heller, because I dragooned them
into coming, and me and Leon. And then
there was some cleaning staff from the
JCC, and those were the only people at
that concert.

So I went on Monday to the JCC and said,
“This is crazy, this is ridiculous! I'd like to
help in some way.” Well, they said, “Well,
why don't you help with the PR?” and I said,
“What's that?” So anyway, she gave me a
volume, it was 14 pages, typed pages, how
to do, press releases. And so I studied
that, and I worked on the second concert.
And that was an Israeli pianist called Daniel
Admi and the attendance increased to
about 150.

And the third concert was Ida Kavafian
with a pianist. And Leon and I took them
home to the house for dinner afterwards.
When we were having dinner, Ida said to
Leon, “You know, your wife’s such a natural
at this, why the hell hasn’t she started her
own concert series?” And Leon said to me,
“You see? How many more people do you
want to tell you that you should just do it?”
And I said, “Well, what about the money?”
He said, “Why don't you worry about the
artists and I’ll worry about the money?”

With over 900 recordings in the BC Jewish Community Archives Oral History collection, it can be difficult to know where to begin. In an
effort to make this trove of community memories more accessible, we have begun publishing a small selection on the JMABC website. Each
clip is only a few minutes long and contains a single anecdote or memory. Consider these as the little taster spoons at the ice cream parlour -
a sample to help you make your choice.

Special thanks to everyone who has shared their story over the past 50 years; to our dozens of volunteer interviewers and transcribers; and
to Curatorial Assistant Naomi Boyd for preparing the online library.

Naomi will be delivering an online talk about this process on September 24 at 7pm. Register to join her at: jewishmuseum.ca/ohlibrary

Have a listen to more of these samples at: jewishmuseum.ca/oral-history

Word ofMouth
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Donations & Tributes
MAZEL TOV
Mark Zlotnik, on his retirement from ZLC.
Gary Averbach

Marcy Babins, in honour of her birthday.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Sheila Smith, on her special birthday.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Shelley Seidelman, Happy Birthday!
Yvonne and George Rosenberg

Jeff Gelfer, for his special birthday.
Shelley and Perry Seidelman

Vi Bienn, in honour of her very special
birthday.
Carol Herbert and Fred Swartz

SYMPATHY
Michael Levy. In memory of his wife, Ann.
Gary Averbach

Jodi Sprackman and Family. In memory of
her mother, Norene Gilletz.
Marcy and Steve Babins

Alan Rees. In memory of his sister, Shelley
Goldberg.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Michael Levy. In memory of his wife, Ann.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Nikkei Place Foundation. In memory of
their president, Bob Banno.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Michael Levy, In memory of his wife, Ann.
JMABC Board of Directors and staff

Michael Levy. In memory of his wife, Ann.
Shelley and Perry Seidelman

Michael Levy. In memory of his wife, Ann.
Ronnie and Barry Tessler

DONATIONS
Arnold Abramson
Michael Averbach
David Bogoch
Michelle Dodek
Daniella Givon and Bernard Pinsky
Evelyn Goldenberg
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal
Juli Kennedy and Andrew Rozen
Alicia and Robert Matas
Kyla Schwartz and Jesse Halperin
Morgan Strug
Stanley Sunshine

2020 SCRIBE SPONSORS
Anonymous
Chris Friedrichs
Carol Herbert and Fred Swartz

50TH ANNIVERSARY
COMMEMORATIVE BOOK
SPONSORS
Gary Averbach

COVID-19 EMERGENCY PLEA
DONATIONS
Arnold Abramson
Ruth Pinto Akselrod
Anne Andrew
Bonnie and Allan Belzberg
Heather and Jonathan Berkowitz
Benjamin Bluman
Eleanor Boyle and Harley Rothstein
Nancy Brown Halpern
Linda and Gary Cohen
Thyrza Cohen
Isabelle Diamond
Jill Diamond and Andrew Abramowich
Mort Dodek
Wendy Fouks
Marlene and Norman Franks
Debby Freiman and David Schwartz
Chris Friedrichs
Sally and Michael Geller
Stephanie Goldberg
Lynne and Mitchell Gropper
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Sam Heller
Carol Herbert and Fred Swartz
Arlene Howard
Bill Jeffries
Faith Jones
Horatio Kemeny
Juli Kennedy and Andrew Rozen
Vanessa and Manny Kursan
Susan and Jerry Lampert
Carol Leiren
Bill and Risa Levine
Donna Love and Earl Lesk
Joice Myers
Donna Ornstein
Lola and Norman Pawer
Joan Pinkus
Helen Pinsky
Cheryl Rimer
Romy Ritter and Sondra Green
Kyla Schwartz and Jesse Halperin
Marsha and Allan Simmons
Lotti and Shael Smith
Sheila Smith
Renee Switzer
Ronnie and Barry Tessler
Aron Tischler
Milton and Jackie Toft
Michelle Wittenberg
Linda Mann Zacks and Ted Zacks

SUSTAINERS OF THE ARCHIVES
Evelyn Amar
Helen Aqua
Gary Averbach
Yolanda and Mark Babins
Cynthia and George Bluman
David Bogoch
Sandy and Yale Chernoff
Debby and Mark Choit
Jody and Harvey Dales
The Ben and Esther Dayson Charitable
Foundation
Chris Friedrichs
Corinne and Mark Gelfer
Marilyn and Derek Glazer
Carol Herbert and Fred Swartz
Rosalind and Howard Karby
Marilyn and Robert Krell
Michael Levy
Lisa and Joel Marcoe
Lyle Pullan
Jenny and Jack Rootman
Cecil Sigal
Catherine Youngren

NEW MEMBERS
Aaron Dewitt
Ed Kroft

A group of children set sail at Camp
Hatikvah, 1987. (L.09600, Jewish Western
Bulletin Collection).
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Annual General Meeting
of the Jewish Historical

Society of BC
Wednesday, November 18 • 6 pm

In keeping with provincial public health
recommendations, this event will occur

online only.

Please register to attend at:

jewishmuseum.ca/agm-2020

Guest Lecture by
Dr. Elizabeth Shaffer
Wednesday, November 18 • 7 pm

Online lecture following the AGM
at:

jewishmuseum.ca/agm-2020

Examining the role of museums and
archives in politically charged times

Dr. Shaffer is Director | Digital, Strategic &
Indigenous Partnerships at the

Residential School History &Dialogue
Centre at the University of British

Columbia

The Scribe Vol 39:
The Education Issue
Spring 2021 • Details to follow.

Join us for the launch of this special issue
of our annual journal, celebrating K-12

educators in our community.

Cross Cultural Walking Tours:
Making Connections in Strathcona

October 13, 2021 • 7pm • $15 / $10 for students
An online panel hosted by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation

Register at: jewishmuseum.ca/making-connections

The Strathcona neighbourhood is full of history but it’s not just one story. Many
communities have strong ties here, connecting into neighbouring Chinatown

and Powell Street.

In May 2019, a new grass-roots initiative took shape as the sold-out Cross Cultural Walking
Tours, bringing together as many as 10 tour guides per tour and 17 partner organizations,
including Vancouver Heritage Foundation, to highlight a diversity of histories and cultural
heritage in the area. While the experience of walking through the neighbourhood as a group
has not been possible this summer, the tours went virtual with a rich social media program

and an impressive 31 organizations involved.

Join a panel of presenters to get a flavour of the tour and the intersections of community
histories in the area. Presenters Carmel Tanaka (CCWT program coordinator), Aynsley
Wong (Wongs’ Benevolent Association), Kor Kase (Afro Van Connect), Michael Schwartz
(Jewish Museum and Archives of BC) and Nichola Ogiwara (Nikkei National Museum and
Cultural Centre) will share community history and some of the places and spaces of daily

life, past and present.

Oral History Online
Library Launch Event

September 24, 2020 • 7pm • By Donation
Register at: jewishmuseum.ca/ohlibrary

There’s something special about hearing
history first-hand from the people who
experienced it. This is the particular
charm of oral history interviews.

At our new Oral History Online Library,
you will be able to hear excerpts from

some of the 900+ oral history interviews
in our collection. Over the coming years,
this library will grow to include excerpts

from many more of the interviews
recorded over the past half-century.

Join Curatorial Assistant Naomi Boyd for a
behind the scenes look at how this library
was developed over the past summer.

Public Programs

ONLINE TALKS

50TH ANNIVERSARY EVENTS

Additional anniversary events will be occurring throughout 2021. Consult page 5 for full details.

In keeping with provincial public health recommendations, the above events are being planned to occur online. As
the situation improves, we will strive to hold in-person events. For the most current information, be sure to

subscribe to our email newsletter at: subscribe.jewishmuseum.ca/newsletter
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Volunteers working the grill at the Louis Brier Home and Hospital Annual Barbecue, 1987.
(L.10796, Jewish Western Bulletin Collection).

Help us identify the men in this photo. If you recognize someone, let us know by sending an email to:
info@jewishmuseum.ca

Thanks!


